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THE MEASUREMENT OF FUEL-AIR RATIO BY ANALYSIS OF

THE OXIDIZED EXHAUST GAS

By HAROLDC. GEEEISHand J. LAWRHNCBMEmr,’ Jr.

SUMMARY

An hxstigation w maakto cki%mine a&d of measur-
i~ juekuk ratio that couk? be wed for ikst purpostx in $ight
andfor clucking corwenihk.d equipment.in the laboratqI.

Two sin@-@nd.er teat engin.txequipped with typicul eom-
merci(d en@7Mc@i?l.d8r8 were w8ed. Thefud-air TdiO of the
mixhwe delwered to the en.girw was determined by direct
measurement of h quzntity of air and of fti supplied and
also ~ anu.fysisof the oxidized exhuust ga8 and of the normal
exhuust gas. .Fwe fti were wed: gasoliu that complied
with Army-Navy Fkel S’pe@cation No. AN-W-F-Y8l and
four mixtures qf this gaxolke dh tihene, benzerw,and xylene.

Ilie &d of dziennining thefml-air raiw d.scribed in thie
report i?woh?-sthe m+?murem.eniof the ‘curbon-dioaik content
of the oxidized aihu.et gm and the use of graphs or the pre-
senifed eq&.on. This methodi8 emwidaed w&&? in ahrajl,
in h jhk?, or in i%e lubora.toryfor a mnge of fwir Taiio8
from 0,047 to 0.124.

INTRODUCI’ION

lMemwrement of the fuel-air ratio of the combustible
mixture supplied to internal-combustion engines has re-
ceived considerable attention d&ing the past few years.
This interest has been accentuated by investigations that
have shown the limitation of the Wowablb range of fuel-,ti
ratios in full-scale engines when compsred with the range
in a single-cylinder engine. The fuel-air ratio at which
an internal-combustion engine operates is of paramount
importance not only because it is a faotor in the correlation
of all engine-performsme data but also because it affects
the temperature of the engine cylindem, the spedic fuel
consumption, the range, and the useful oarrying capacity
of aircraft.

Knowledge of thefuel-airratio atwhich internal-combustion
engines are operated and the control of this ratio in
flight is essential for the following reasons: (1) to avoid
possibility of engine failure due to high temperature or to
knock caused by unfavorable mixtures, (2) to insure optimum
power when required, (3) to aohieve msximum economy, am-l
(4) ta make possible the correlation of engine-performance
data.

An anrdysisof the exhaust gas from emh cylindar can be
used to determine the mixture strength of the charge to the
cylinders of a multicylinder engine in flight, in the field, or

. .

in the laboratory. This method would also be useful in
chechg the accuracy of conventional methods in the
laboratmy. -.

The determination of the fuel-air ratio in the laboratory is
usually made by employing gasometers, venturi meters,
orifice plates, fuel-weighing devices, and flow meters in
various combinations to measure separately the air and the
fuel supplied to the engine intake. In flight, the accurate
determination of fuel and air quantities with such devices
is Micult and, in some csses, impossible. Automatic in-
struments that sre actuated by the thermal conductivi~ of
the products of combustion in the exhaust gases have been
used in flight for indicating the fuel-air ratio: The extension
of the operating range of the engine to lean-mixture opera-
tion (mixtur& leaner than the theoretical), however, oauses
revemal of the usual type of indioator making it show a rid
mixture when the engine is operating on a lean mixture.
For thesereasons and because a simple fundamental standard
is required to messnre the fuel-air ratio of the mixture
supplied to the engine as well as that supplied to the separate
cylinders in flight, this investigation was undertaken.

This report presents an accurate method of determining
the fuel-air ratio of the mixture supplied to the cylinders of
an internal-combustion engine and also presents data cor-
relating the results obtained by this method with those
obtained by the usual method for fuels having hydrogen-
oarbon ratios between 0.115 snd 0.188 and for mixture
strengths covering the entire range of possible engine
operation.

ENGINE CONDITIONS

*O single-oylinder test units, designated engine A and
engine B, were equipped with typioal commercial engine
cylinders. Figure 1 shows the setup of engine A and of the
auxiliary equipment. The setup of engine B was similar.
Both units had dual-ignition and modifitid carburetor fuel
wte- and were air-cooled. Charaotmistios of the engines
and’ the test conditions are given in the following table:
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FIGUREl.—setup engine A and auxiliary equipment.

The engine speed was manually controlled wi@in +10
rpm of the standard speed by stroboscopic observation of
marks on the flywheels. Rotameters were used to make
preliminary adjustments of the fuel going to the engines.
The weight of I%elused was deter.m.inedby weighing tanks
electrically synchronized with the engine revolution countem
and stop watches. The air entering the engine cylinders
passed through sharp-edged oriiicea where the pressure
drop was measured. It then passed through surge tanks
and to modified carburetors in which only the fuel jets and
the venturi passages were used. The quantity of fuel
flowing to the jets was controlled by an adjustable needIe
vahe.

The fuels wed in this investigation were obtained by
adding aromatic fuels to 100-octane gasoline that complied
with Army-Navy Fuel Specification No. AN-W-F-781.
Characteristics of these fuels are shown in the following
table:

mm ‘iii
11’’”1 I I I I

The hydrogen+arbon ratios of the fuels were determined
in this laboratory by the usual combustion method. The
rhxafi%ngine lubricating oilw-asNavy l120with a hydrogen-
carbon ratio of 0.156 and a specific gravity of 0.881 at
26° C (77” F).

MRTHOD

Exhaust gas was obtained by inserting a ~rinch tubo of
stairdesssteel into the center of the exhaust stack approxi-
mately lx inches from the exhaust port. The length of the
gas-sampling tube varied from 4 to 20 feet depending on tho
setup”. Experiments with many engines during the past
several yeara have shown that this method is satisfactory
provided that a positive pressure exists at the gas entrance
of the tube and that no air leaks are present. Tho gas-
entrance end of the tube was pointed upstream to increase
the positive pressure of the gas by the dynamic pressure,
The gas was passed through the tubing to an osidizer,
through a desiccator, and then to a gas-anrdysis apparatus
in which the carbon dioxide (COJ content of the oxidized
exhaust gas wss determined. The oxidizer -wasmade of 1-
inch tubing of stainlesssteel and filled with cupric-oxide wire
0.020 inch in diameter. In flight, the oxidizer would be lo-
cated in the exhaust stack or the collector ring of the engine
at a position -wherethe temperature is not leas than 1000° F
and not more than 1600°1’ but, for the purpose of simplicity
of instillation in these tests, the oxidizer was locatid in an
electric furnace maintained at a temperature of approxi-
mately 1200° F. A connection was provided in the tubing
between the oxidizer and the exhaust stack in order that
ssmples of the normal eshaust gas could be taken for each
engine-operating condition. These samples were taken by
mercury displacement in glaw sampling tubes and complete-
ly analyzed in a modified gas-analysis apparatus dcweloped
at the National Bureau of Standards. (See reference 1.)

The desiccator, containing calcium chloride, was not
required for the work described in this report but con-
current tests of an indicating device, which is to replace the
gas-analysis apparatus and required dry gas for its operation,
made the inclusion of the desiccator necessary.

Engine data for the computation of the fuel-ah ratio of
the mixture in the engine cylinder, samples of the normal
exhaust gas, and the CO* content of the oxidized exhaust
gM were obtained for each engine-operating condition cover-
ing a range of mixture strengths from full lean to fuU rich,
fuel-air ratios from 0.047 to 0.124.

Two fundamental methods for the determination of the
fuel-air, ratio were thus made available. First, the usual
laboratory method in which the rate of fuel supply is divided
by the rate of air supply and, second, the method in which
the normal exhaust gaais chemically analyzed. In the second
method the fuel-air ratio is calculated by stoichiometric
equations and oxygen and nitrogen balances.

Because these basic methods provide a standard for com-
parison, it will be shown that the relation between the fuel-
air ratio and the C02 content of the oxidized exhaust
~ can be expre.saedby an equation and shown graphic~lly
for convenience in application. .A similar use can be mado of
the percentage of C02 and oggen (OJ found in the normal
exhaust gas by correlating them with the fuel-air ratio.

.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the relation of CO, to fuel-air ratio in dry
oxidized exhaust gw for the five fuels used. The relation
has been computed on a dry basis because the method used
in gas analysis gives the composition on a dry basis. The

Fuel-okratio

Fmuxm 2.—Calmdatd relation of percentage carbon dioxide in dried
oxidized exhaust gas to fuel-air ratio. Fuel-air ratio computed
from equation (l).

symbols COZ and Nz represent the volume percentage as
well aa the mole percentage of carbon dioxide and nitrogen,
respectively, in the completely dried, oxidized exhaust gas;
F/A, the weight ratio of fuel and air entwing the engine
cylinder; and H/C, the weight ratio of hydrogen and mrbon
in the fuel. In the analysis horn which figure 2 vw prepared,
the weights of the various constituents involved in the for-
mation of 1 mole of oxidized exhaust gas are:

Weight of carbon=12 CO,

(7.Weight of-hydrogen= 12 C02 ~

Weight of fuel=12 CO<l+~

Weight of air=O~N,.
but

N,=1oo–CO,
therefore

Weight of air= ~0.767(100–C02)

ANALYSISOF THE OXIDIZEDEXHAUST GAS

and
.

F 0.329 CO,(l+~
—.
A 1007 CO* (1)

., -

With a given CO, content in the oxi&ed exhaust gas, the
fuel-air ratio is not critically dependent upon the hydrogen-
carbon ratio of the fuel. With a C02 content of 17 percent
in the oxidized Aaust gas, which is approximately that for
maximum power, equation (1) shows that, in an extreme
case, a change from 0.188 to 0.115 in the hydrogen-carbon
ratio of the fuel results in a change in the fuel-air ratio from
0.080 b 0.075.

The hydrogen-carbon ratios of aviation gasoline available
in this country and those of aviation petrols used in Great
Britain may be assumed, with negligible error in the fuel-air
ratio, to have a value of 0.188.
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FIGURE3.—Relation of constituents in normal exhaust gas to fuel-air
ratio. Fuel ~ Army 100-ootane; aromatics, O percant; hydrogen-
carbon ratio, 0.1SS; tetraethyl lead, 3 ml per gallon.

Figure 3 shows the relation of the constituents in the
normal exhaust gas of an engine using fuel A to fuel-air ratio
determined horn the CO. in the oxidized exhaust gas and
from @ure 2. The quantity of unsaturated hydrocarbons is
determined by passing the exhaust gases through fuming
sulfuric acid. Slow-combustion experiments indicate that
these hydrocarbon molecules have an average of four carbon
atoms; the hydrocarbon was therefore assumed to be
butxme (C,HJ.
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The experimental results of the efhct of fuel-air ratio on
the CO, contxmtin normal and in oxidized exhaust gas amd
on the 0~ content in normal exhaust gas for fuels A, B, C,
D, and E are shown in figure 4. The line showing themla-
tion of COSin the osidiz6d exhaust gas to fuel-air ratio -was
cnlculded fkom equation (l). The test points nem the cal-
culated curve show the relation betieen the measured C09
content of the oxidized exhaust gas and the fuel-air ratio
determined by the measured intake. No oxygen was de
tected in the oxidized exhaust gas. The lines for COJ and
OZin the normal exhaust gas were faired through the experi-
mental points. The penk of the curve of nornyil CO.2ex-
haust was located at the theoretically correct mixture.

It will be noted that, for ill five fuels tested, the calculated
relation of COi to fuel-air ratio is in excellent agreement
with the experimentally measured intake valuw except for
the slight scatter of a few test points, which is probably due
to the difhculty .in maintaining constant engine conditions
during the time required to make the observations. Con-
siderably more experimental points are plotted for the CO~
in the oxidized exhaust gas than for the COZin the normal
exhaust gas because the number of samplw of the normal

& Ds .06 .07 .08 .09 m 1/ 12
Fwf-air mfio (meosuredmtoke)

(a)Fuel A, Army 100-octane; aroma&s, O percent; hydrogen-carbon
ratio, 0.1SS; tetraethyl I@ 3 ml per gallon.

Fmum 4.-Effect of fuel-air ratio on carbon dioxide content in normal

exhaust was limited by the time require,d to analyze com-
pletely each sample.

The agreement between the fuel-air ratio determined from
~the volume percentage of COZin dried oxidized exhaust gas
and horn figure 2 and the fuel-air ratio determined from the
measured intake is shown by iigure 6 for the five fuels tested
and for the MO test engines. The excellent agreement
indicates that the simple method of measuring the COZcon-
tent of the oxidized exhaust gas and of using the relations
shown in figure 2 is satisfactory for indicating the fuel-air
ratio.

After this agreement is noted, the question naturally
arises: What happened to the lubricating oil consumed by
the engine? If the lubricating oil hurried, it would increase
the CO, content of the oxidized exhaust gas and thus give a
richer mixture than shown by the measured intake, which
does not take into consideration the consumption of lubri-
cating oil. If the lubricating-oil consumption is assumed
to be 5 percent of the specific fuel consumption and this oil
is considered to be burned completely at an imhke fuel-air
ratio of 0.060, then the fuel-air ratio determined from the
COZ in the odized exhaust gas and in figure 2 would be
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(b) Fuel B, Army 100-octane plus 15-percent toluene; hydrogen-carbon
ratio, 0.16S; tetraethyl lead, 3 ml per gallon.

and oxidized esbaust gas and on osygen content of normal exhaust gas
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Fd-oir rotrn(measwedintake>

(o) Fuel C, Army 100-octane plus 20-percent toluen; PIUE&percent
benzene plus 16-perwnt xylene; hydrogen-carbon ratio, 0-147;
tetraethyl lead, 3 ml per gallon.
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(d) Fuel D, Army 100-ootane plus 50-percent benzene hydrogen-
mrbon ratio, 0.125; tetraethyl leadj 3 ml per gallon.

FIomm 4.—Continued. Effeot of fuel-air ratio on oarbon dioxide oontent in normal ~d oxfd@d exhaust gas and on o~gen content of normal
exhaust gae.

0.063. Although figure 5 shows some scatter of the data,
there is no evidence of such a displwament of the curve,
indicating $lmtthe lubricating oil actually burned was small.

Figure 6 shows the correlation between the possible CO~
that IUrLybe obtained stoichiometricd.ly from the con-
stituents in the normal exhaust gas and the wtd Cog ~
the oxidized exhaust gas for the five fuels tested. It will be
seen that the agreement between the two methods in the
rmge of normal engine operution is excellent, whereas in the
cam of ultrmich mixtures the possible Coz is fifici~t.
This condition is to be expected because, in the complete
chemical analysis of the products of combustion, the solid
carbon does not enter into the analysis.

The resuks obtained by various methods of detmnining
the fuel-air ratio are compared in figures 7 (a) and 7 (b).
I?igum7 (b) shows the agreement of the oxidized-exhaust-gas,
Lhenormal-exhaust-gas, and the ch~ic~-an~ysis methods
with the measured-intake method: The agreement of the
measured-intake, the normal-exhauskgas, and the chemical-
onq~ysis methods with the fuel-air ratio of the oxidized

exhaust is presented in figure 7 (b). It will be seen that any .
one of the four methods is satisfactory for measuring the
fuel-air ratio. The greater simplicity of determiningg the
fuel-air ratio by measuring the COXcontent of the oxidized
exhaust gas, however, and the fact that by this method the
probability of error is reduced make it the preferred method
and it is therefore recommended for use on all carburetor
engines. Valve overlap and resulting discharge of unburned
fuel or incomplete combustion due to slow-burning mixtures
would have no effect because the. method depends upon
complete combustion in the oxidizer. The method may also
be used in engines having direct cylinder injection with no
scavenging air. In directriujection enginw that employ
scavenging air, a timed sampling valve would be required.

Although the results were obtained at sea level, they are
applicable to aircraft in flight because the analysis results
do not depend upon pressure as long as it remains constant.
Variations in pressure or changes in altitude of the airplane
between the beginning and the end of the analysis will cause
considerable error in the results. Calculations show that,
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Fuel-oirmtio (heosuredh~a%j

(e) Fuel E, ArmY 100-ootane plus 62.fLpercent beume; hydrog@-
carbon ratio, 0.115; tetraethyl lead,.3 ml per gallon.

FIWJEE 4.-Ccmcluded. Effect of fuel-air ratio on carbon @ofide
content in normal and oxidized exhauat WE and on oxygen content
of normal exhaust gae.

if the airpkme is maintained within +60 feet of the stipu-
lated altitude during the test runs, the error in the analyses
will be inappreciable, +0.3 percent. “

The method has been applied to a large airplane operah
ing at various altitudes from sea level to 15,000 feet. The
oxidizer was located in the collector ring and samples of the
oxidized exhaust gas were satisfactorily obtained and anal-
yzed These tests covered a period of several weeks.

The method has also been used in the laboratory for ob-
taining the d~tribution of the mixture among the cylindem
of a two-row radial engine equipped with short stacks.’
The same technique for obtaining, oxidizing, and analyzing
the samples as described in this report were used on each
cylinder.

It is realized that taking gas samples in a pursuit airplane
and analyzing them in flight is not practical. In large
airplanes such as bombem or transports, the method men-
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FIWJRES.—Agreement between fuel-air ratio determined from volume
percentage of carbon dioxide in dried oxidized exhaust gas and from
figure 2 and fuel-air ratio deterrrdned from measured intake.

tioned is entirely feasible. The application of electrical
means instead of absorption means for cletermining the
carbon-dioxide content, however, is possible for all classes
of airplanes The electrical means could consist of a
thermal-conductivity bridge whereh the thermal con-
ductivity of the oxidized exhaust gas could be compamd
with that of a standard gas and the unbalance of the bridge
shown on a galvanometers calibrated in carbon dioxide or
preferably in fuel-air ratio.

The method should be of considerable help in the labora-
tory for checking the accuracy of installed equipment used
to measure fuel-air ratio and should be especially valuable
in the field where it would be impractiwble to have tho
conventional measuring equipment. The cost of the necw
sary portable apparatus includii a simple Oraat apparatus,
a single-passoxidizer, and the necessary tubing and chemicals
would be nominal.

CONCLUSIONS

Teats of two Singbcylidder engines using five fuels with
hydrogen-carbon ratios between 0.116 and 0.188 over a
range of fuel-air ratios from 0.047 to 0.124 resulted in the
following conclusions:

1. The proposed method of determining the fuel-air ratio
of the mixture supplied to internal-combustion engines by
analysis of the oxidized exhaust gas for its COZ content and
by use of the graphs presented is simple and precise and may
be used in flight, in the field, and in laboratory tests.
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FIGURE6.—Agreement between possible carbon dioxide from consti-
tuents in normal exhaust gas and aatual carbon dioxide in oxidfmd
exhaust gas.

2. The proposed method may be used for an exact survey
of the mixture distribution among the cylinders of a multi-
cylinder carburetor engine in flight, in the field, and in the
laboratory.

3. Sampling of the exhaust gas through a %%mh tube of
$tainhw steel located in the center of the exhaust stack and
within 1X ipches of the exhaust valve resulted in securing
satisfactorily representative samples of the gas.

4. The fuel-air ratio was not critically dependent upon the
hydrogen-carbon ratio of the fuel; negligible error in the fuel-
air ratio rcmdted when a hydrogen-carbon ratio of 0.188 was

.assumed for aviation gasoline.

Amcxwm ENGINE RESEARCH L&ORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMWXT ED FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEV-IMAND, OHIO, October 1, 194.S. ‘
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(a) Fuel-eir ratio (measured intake). - (b) Fuel-air ratio (oxidized intake).

FIWRFi 7.—Comparison of various methods of detmninin g fuel-air ratio. Fuel A, Army N30-ootaue; aromatics, O percent; hydrogen+xrbon
ratio, 0.1SS; tatraethyl lead, 3 ml per gallon


